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Abstract

Computer games play a major role in young peoples’ leisure activities, even gambling
addiction is reported, as well as decreasing ages (2- to 4-years), but mostly violence is

in focus of psychological research (“shooter”). The studies reported here, stress the driving-
genre (“racing”), asking for relations to driving. With 77%, the majority of adolescents

play driving games, starting age 10, indicating a relation to under-age driving (Kubitzki,
2004). In young adults, experiments found relations with traffic related riskcognitions

and risk-behaviour (Vienna Risk-Taking Traffic Test), and correlations with self-reported risk-
behaviour in traffic and accidents (Fischer, Kubitzki, Guter, & Frey, 2007). Recent studies
show relations with a decrease in traffic norm compliance (Fischer et al., in prep.). The

authors plead for an age-16-limit delivering “street racing games” and see needs for further
research, e.g. on long term effects. 

Introduction

Computer games are played by adolescents, young adults, but even pre-schools [1, 2].
Game violence research shows an impact on aggression [3], but driving games are not in

focus. Media violence is interpreted legal (aggression against virtual humans). Mix genres
(shooter+driving) sometimes are limited in age 16/18 because of shooter, but pure racing is
expected non-violent. This is not sufficient for traffic psychology: Driving games are compe-
titive (other virtual traffic participants), provoke aggressive, reckless, accidental driving; the
factor competitiveness is proved to be related to traffic violations and accidents [4]. Aim here
was to figure out the effect of gambling for traffic behaviours, attitudes, and cognitions.
Games are to separate in street racing (public roads, traffic) vs. nonstreet racing
(parcours/closed streets). The studies reported here, refer to street racing, such as Burnout.
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Screenshot from computer racing game Burnout 3 (Source: Süddeutsche Zeitung Online)

Empirical findings

A focus group study (illegal tuners, racers) [5] considered racing games play a role in
deviant driving, gambling starting in childhood. Subsequently, a representative questionnaire

survey (male, 13-17y, N=657) focussed on game consumption and car-related interests/
behaviours [6, 7, 8], showing 77% to play regularly (75% of this also street racing, 25%
parcours alone, but with street character, e.g. Colin McRae), 2/3 playing daily/weekly. Need-
for-Speed (45%), Burnout (34%), GTA (28%) as favourites, M=2,58 games to be played as
average (1/5 more than 3). Initial age was 10, playing the whole youth span. Motives were
competitiveness, speeding, and crashing. Gambling was equal over age, school type, rural/
urban residence. Number of driving games played was related to underage driving, tuning
related to gambling. 
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Since experiments in [9] found racing games increase risk cognitions (“priming”-effect), 3
Allianz/University Munich studies [10] focussed the influence of racing games on adult
drivers’ risk taking: Men took more risks in critical road traffic situations (reaction times,
seconds, WRB-Test, N=68), after playing racing games (M=7.54, SD=1.34) rather than after
neutral games (M=6.41, SD=1.20), t(64)= -2.43, p=.05. Risk acceptance to critical traffic
situations such as overtaking before curves was lengthened up to 1000ms in racing game
players. Again, risk priming was heightened by racing games as well as arousal was (N=83).
A third study proved gambling correlates with driving style, and reported accidents. Negative
effects of gambling (on driving simulator behaviour) were also reported by [11], but they
conclude gambling having no impact on traffic safety; this conclusion is rejected here. A
follow up study by the poster authors [12] stressed on gambling and (1) short-term effects
(2), attitudes, and (3) parcours games, and made clear that the negative effects on risk
taking persist 15 minutes after playing, that racing games impair traffic related law compli-
ance, and that parcours (F1) does not have the same impact (study to be published next). 

Conclusions

• Computer racing games are of high usage in youth/young drivers

• Number of games to be played are relevant for deviant driving

• Impact on underage driving, accidents, risk taking, and law compliance in real driving is
obvious

• Impact on traffic socialisation to consider 

• Age 16 restriction (legally/voluntary) for computer street racing games desirable

• Further research needed (long term effects, attitude development in childs, further
aspects relevant to driving behaviour, e.g. aggressivity, hostility)

• Public awareness and safety campaigns should reconsider their view on adolescents as
active participants in motorized traffic
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